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Increase Accountability with 
Managed Print Services
PaperCut represents a significant leap forward in the ability 
to provide companies more transparency into their print 
environment by gaining user accountability.

PaperCut enables administrators to worry less, especially if they have users 
printing sensitive material that could be misused or end up in the wrong 
hands. Some users seldom know what device their printing to which could 
create not only costly errors but even damaging printing habits. PaperCut 
is a unique solution for organizations that struggle with the individual, 
departmental, and/or company wide user print accountability.

PaperCut helps organizations be accountable to each other, as well as to the 
environment. Let’s not forget how corporate responsible it is to use software 
like PaperCut, which saves millions of trees each year globally. Technology 
has enabled companies the opportunity   to shape the future by each one of us 
doing our part.

Print accountability enables you to set quotas on pages printed, set up user ID 
restrictions for tracking of print jobs, track printing costs by departments or 
individuals and set up payment requirements for printing. The best part if all of 
this can be serviced through cloud print management.



Solutions for Accountability

Web Based Administration 
All data is available in the same place, even from remote print 
servers or locally attached printers. The same features and 
settings are available from anywhere you feel like logging in. 
Access the system from anywhere on the network using a 
standard web browser.

80+ Built in Reports
Your one-stop shop for one-click reports. From what people print 
to how they impact the environment, our one-click collection has 
your reporting needs truly covered.

Shared Accounts 
Organizations such as legal firms, engineering firms, or 
accounting office’s often have long lists of accounts,  projects, 
clients, or matters. It is not uncommon to see more than 10,000 
accounts, and some organizations run in excess of 300,000 
accounts. 

Client Billing
PaperCut MF includes the advanced Client Tool option as 
standard for all users across all license options. In PaperCut 
NG, the advanced Client Tool option is only available in the 
professional client billing licensing option. It is specially designed 
to suit organizations making heavy use of the account charging 
features in PaperCut.

Authentication/G Suite Integration 
Google for Education schools, G Suite fanatics, and Chromebook-
based businesses now experience easy user management with 
PaperCut’s G Suite and Cloud Identity integration. Save on labor, 

hardware, and support costs  with no need for on-premise Active 
Directory. Save time  and hassle with single sign-on for users and 
admins.

Watermarks/Digital Signatures
Watermarking is a feature that allows you to print a small portion 
of text to the top or bottom margin of every page. Typical uses of 
watermarking include adding a username  to the bottom of every 
page to help identify the owner. Writing job metadata in the footer 
such as print time, printer or document name. Applying a digital 
signature to help track and verify documents.

Print Archiving
Find Me Printing/Secure Printing - No-fuss print retrieval  for users 
through “Find-Me” printing features. Simply print to one queue and 
pick up your prints from any printer or MFD.

Benefits PaperCut Ensures
Easy printing - Print management software that’s helping hundreds 
of millions of people around the globe to minimize waste while 
having a secure and easy printing experience.

Secure printing - Avoid data loss with secure print release / Find-Me 
printing can help stop a shared printer being your next data leak or 
potential compliance risk by introducing a secure hold-and-release 
queue.

Waste control - Although PaperCut can do far more than just 
save paper waste, that’s still what we and our customers are most 
passionate about.

Easy scanning & capture - Our scanning software works on all MFD 
makes and models, out of the box, with a consistent, super slick 
touch-screen interface and a one-click scanning action that shows 
a snapshot of what’s been captured.
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